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Much current commentary on climate change, both secular and theological, focuses on the

duties of individual citizens to reduce their consumption of fossil fuels. In A Political Theology of

Climate Change, however, Michael Northcott discusses nations as key agents in the climate

crisis.Against the anti-national trend of contemporary political theology, Northcott renarrates

the origins of the nations in the divine ordering of history. In dialogue with Giambattista Vico,

Carl Schmitt, Alasdair MacIntyre, and other writers, he argues that nations have legal and

moral responsibilities to rule over limited terrains and to guard a just and fair distribution of the

fruits of the earth within the ecological limits of those terrains.As part of his study, Northcott

brilliantly reveals how the prevalent nature-culture divide in Western culture, including its notion

of nature as "private property," has contributed to the global ecological crisis. While addressing

real difficulties and global controversies surrounding climate change, Northcott presents

substantial and persuasive fare in his Political Theology of Climate Change.

Worldviews"Northcott's impressive synthesis of the climate science with critiques of the

modern worldview is no small feat. He has taken a significant step in the task of identifying the

deeper drivers of the climate crisis."Englewood Review of Books"A riveting in-depth analysis of

both anthropogenic climate change and theological reflection on creating. . . . With wisdom and

clarity, Michael Northcott pushes the reader to know the truth about climate change and see

the Christian vision of the restoration of all things as leading the way to a better political

theology of climate change."Modern Believing"An intellectual tour de force. . . . [Northcott's]

message is uncompromisingly prophetic. It deserves the widest possible audience."Books at a

Glance"Makes a compelling case for the fact that we face climate problems not simply because

of scientific problems or political problems but because of theological developments that found

and fund a certain way of relating to the world. . . . Theologians from various perspectives can

find wisdom here, as well as relevant challenges that any Christian thinking about climate

change must confront."John Milbank-- University of Nottingham"This book offers us a new level

of seriousness in developing a theological ecology. . . . Michael Northcott has the unusual

intelligence to be able to see the link between `soft' green issues on the one hand and `hard'

issues of international relations theory on the other. . . . If we are not once more to resort to an

oppressive mode of imperialism which is only likely to speed up global warming, then we have

to discover a more cultural and consensual mode of international collaboration, within a

horizon of virtue. Since any such collaboration must take a substantive form, the role of the

church here remains crucial."Oliver O'Donovan-- University of Edinburgh"Michael Northcott

has devoted the best part of his career to understanding the problems of the environment and

climate from a theologian's viewpoint, but this is no repetition of what he has said before. A

Political Theology of Climate Change is the book he has been working towards, and he here

achieves a powerful synthetic integration of scientific findings and policy questions with a

theology of creation and eschaton and with philosophical and political critiques of modernity.

This is a book to persuade us that the climate is not just a problem to be solved, but a question

to be reflected on deeply, searching deep into the relation between mankind and its

creator."Norman Wirzba-- Duke Divinity School"In this wide-ranging, compelling book Northcott

shows why it is a great mistake to think that weather is a topic of concern only to farmers and

gardeners. Anthropogenic climate change -- and all the pain and suffering it will bring to



humanity and fellow creatures -- is a profound challenge to theological reflection in all of its

forms because what is at stake is nothing less than hope for life that honors the gift of creation

and gives glory to God. Drawing on the latest scientific research on climate and energy,

Northcott develops an ambitious political theology that has the potential to bring healing to our

lands and our communities. This book is a wake-up call."Bruno Latour-- Paris Institute of

Political Studies"Drawing on the vast resources of Christian spirituality and of the much more

recent climate sciences, Michael Northcott continues to bring alive the most implausible hybrid

-- a carbon theology! By reawakening the dormant meaning of Incarnation, he also provides

new energy for an ecological movement that could learn to thrive on the long tradition of

political theology. This book helps us understand how all the outdated values of the past might

be our last chance to still have a future."Theology Today"Northcott offers a compelling analysis

and searing critique of the underlying political, social, and economic basis for climate change

and the ineffectual political and economic attempts, such as the Kyoto Protocol and carbon

emissions trading, to harness the human addiction to carbon-based forms of energy

production. . . . An interesting and insightful theological analysis of global climate

change."Library Journal (STARRED review)"Northcott, one of the most vocal and eloquent

writers on the morality of ecological awareness, makes a passionate and scholarly case

against the increasing abuse of our planet's environment and for the revolutionary change

necessary to stop it. . . . His far-reaching writing brilliantly calls us all to account and to a

deeper discipleship. Churches, pastors, and individuals, Christians or not, will

respond."Presbyterian Outlook"This may be Northcott's most important book. It is both a

haunting portrayal of the realities of climate change and hopeful in the proposal of a cultural

theological shift. . . . Compelling and, at times, page-turning."Choice (American Library

Association)"Northcott presents in a compelling fashion the salient scientific information

regarding climate change that could bring on an environmental catastrophe. . . . He

successfully weaves together and grounds his study in historical, theological, political, and

moral reflections on how people of faith can respond to the challenge. . . . The book ends on a

strong and realistic sense of hope. Recommended."Sojourners"The most comprehensive,

ambitious, and demanding volume on the combined subject of theology and climate change.

Northcott culls from various sources across diverse disciplines and attendance at hearings on

climate issues and proposed solutions. His theological and political commentary is especially

compelling." --This text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.About the AuthorMichael S.

Northcott is professor of ethics at the University of Edinburgh. His previous books include The

Environment and Christian Ethics and A Moral Climate: The Ethics of Global Warming. --This

text refers to an alternate kindle_edition edition.
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really know the present or imagine the future.1. The Geopolitics of a Slow CatastropheIn the

summer of 2012 a larger extent of the Arctic Ocean was open sea than at any time in the

200,000-year history of Homo sapiens. The extent of ice loss from 2007 is far above

predictions from climate models, including those of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate

Change. So extensive is the melting trend that some scientists predict the imminent

disappearance of multiyear ice formation, and the disappearance of summer ice altogether

between 2020 and 2035.1 Ice core evidence indicates that neither of the ice caps of the planet

have melted completely, even in summer, in the last two million years.2 The effects of this

much open water on the Northern Hemisphere are already unfolding. The temperature of the



North Atlantic was two degrees Celsius above historic norms in 2012, which contributed to an

extensive drought in North America that year. Warmer oceans sustain stronger storms.

Hurricane Sandy was the largest storm system ever recorded in the North Atlantic. High

pressure over Greenland, in a summer when satellites revealed that 97 percent of the surface

area of Greenland’s ice was melting, pushed a late tropical storm inland toward the

northeastern United States, causing a fifteen-foot tidal surge which destroyed thousands of

homes and businesses, taking out electricity and transportation systems in much of New York

City, coastal New Jersey, and Delaware. In the same year northern Europe had an

exceptionally wet summer, while Iceland and Greenland basked in unprecedented summer

heat.While the earth as a whole had warmed only 0.8 degrees Celsius from the pre-industrial

era to 2013, a comprehensive study of archaeological climate ‘proxies’, which include ice cores

and fossilised tree rings, combined with contemporary observations from satellites and ocean-

and land-based thermometers, indicates that the pace of climate warming in the twentieth

century is unprecedented since the end of the last ice age.3 At the same time the Mauna Loa

record of CO2 in the atmosphere revealed an unprecedented annual jump in atmospheric CO2

of 2.97 parts per million (ppm) in 2012. While the period from 1750 to 1950 saw a rise in

atmospheric CO2 from 270 to 310 ppm, from 1950 to 2013 atmospheric concentrations had

risen to 400 ppm. This rapid rise coincides with the consumer revolution in the Northern

Hemisphere and represents what Will Steffen and colleagues call the ‘great acceleration.’4 The

geophysical consequences of the great acceleration have given humanity an unprecedented

material influence over the earth. In this book I argue that this influence, while unprecedented

in earth history, has analogies with pre-scientific beliefs about the influence human beings

believed they had over the climate, and nature, before the Copernican revolution. Indeed, such

beliefs are still in evidence until the Enlightenment; the 1755 Lisbon earthquake provoked

speculation on whether it was an instance of divine judgement on human activities in general

or on the Portuguese.5 Arguably, then, climate change is taking human culture back into

familiar cultural territory, even as it is taking the earth’s physical state into ‘new climatic

territory’.6Tangible evidence of a new climate state is most notable to contemporary Europeans

and North Americans in increasingly dramatic changes in weather in the Northern Hemisphere,

which natural scientists believe are a result of the influence of melting Arctic ice. Melting ice is

affecting ocean currents, and especially the Gulf Stream, which brings heat from the tropics

into northern Europe, and the related high atmosphere jet stream. This is producing ‘stuck’

weather patterns and a growing number of intense precipitation events, stronger storms,

including snow storms, as well as heat waves and droughts.7 It is also provoking the release of

quantities of subterranean methane beneath the Arctic Ocean and from subarctic lands and

oceans. Methane has a shorter life in the atmosphere than CO2, but it has a warming potential

seventy-two times that of CO2 for two decades after release. Weather balloons and satellites

above the open ocean northeast of Norway and eastern Siberia in 2013 recorded substantial

methane release from the ocean floor was under way in this area, sustained by the growing

melt of surface ice.8 Speleological investigations of caves in Siberia reveal that climate-

changing quantities of both carbon and methane were last released from Siberian permafrost

500,000 years ago; that event triggered global temperature change 1.5 degrees Celsius above

the pre-industrial global surface temperature average.9 Annual releases of carbon from frozen

trees and soils in subarctic tundra would potentially exceed annual emissions of greenhouse

gases emitted from human activities. So methane and carbon release from a melting Arctic

and subarctic region potentially presage a catastrophic and far more sudden increase in global

temperatures than the gradual existing warming from 1750 to the present of 0.8 degrees



Celsius.Another amplifying effect from anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions is that

warmer atmospheric temperatures create more surface water condensation, which increases

atmospheric water vapour. Atmospheric water vapour is presently rising at 1 percent annually,

and this is promoting more extreme precipitation and storm events.10 At the same time rising

land temperatures create more extreme heat events, enduring droughts, drying of soils and

forests, and stronger wildfires. Together these events constitute a daily pattern of weather

across the globe that already shows more extremes and marked effects on species productivity

as well as human communities. Temperature extremes in the summer of 2012 on the American

and Eurasian continents saw significant declines in agricultural production. In the U.S. a six-

month drought reduced wheat, soy, and corn production by 20 percent. In northern Europe

production of cereals, fruit, and vegetables was down because of summer-long rains and lack

of sunshine. Poor summer weather not only affects the appearance and quantity but also the

quality of fruit and vegetables because, as agricultural scientist Mike Gooding observes, ‘the

nutrients available to the plant might well be reduced. We do know that rainfall, for example, will

often cause leaching and loss of nutrients from the soil, and at certain times that will certainly

reduce the amount of protein that ends up in the produce.’11It was once thought that climate

change would make temperate agriculture more productive, since elevated atmospheric CO2

and warmer temperatures would increase crop productivity. Instead, growing weather extremes

are already making farming more challenging, in temperate as well as semi-temperate and

tropical zones. Consequently, although human food production was at record high levels in

2011, the Food and Agriculture Organisation in 2012 warned of an ongoing rise in global food

prices, which had already doubled since 2000, and suggested food production risks failing to

meet rising consumption.12A Slow CatastropheThe connection between temperature rise and

rising anthropogenic emissions of carbon dioxide was first accurately modelled by New York

glaciologist Wallace Broecker in 1975, and there are now four Global Circulation Models run by

supercomputers belonging to United States and United Kingdom government agencies that

are increasingly accurate in tracking observed climate changes and in matching predictions to

observations.13 According to these models, present rates of rising greenhouse gas emissions

will see global temperatures rise by 4 to 7 degrees Celsius by 2100 compared to pre-industrial

temperatures.14 But there remain substantial uncertainties as to how ‘sensitive’ the climate is

to greenhouse gas emissions, and much depends upon the potential of feedbacks — such as

the melting of frozen methane — to drag the system into a warmer episode.A one-third

increase in atmospheric CO2 from pre-industrial levels of 270 parts per million (ppm) to 400

ppm in 2013 has provoked a globally averaged warming of 0.8 degrees Celsius and

significantly elevated warming in the Arctic region and in North Africa. This slow historic

increase in temperature is at first sight comforting. But it is occurring at a faster rate than study

of climate ‘proxies’ such as ice cores and tree rings indicate has occurred before in planetary

history. Nonetheless, the relatively modest rate of warming seems to indicate that the

atmosphere and oceans have so far performed well in soaking up greenhouse gas emissions.

But earth responses to atmospheric pollution are accelerating because the rate of greenhouse

gas emissions growth has risen sharply since 1950, with an annual rise of 2 percent to 2000,

2.7 percent from 2000 to 2010, and 3 percent from 2011.15 Whereas atmospheric CO2 levels

rose at 1.5 ppm per decade from 1750 to 1950, from 1950 to 2010 they rose at an average of

14 ppm per decade.16 Though only a trace gas, the proportion of CO2 in the upper

atmosphere closely corresponds to changes in earth’s temperature, and the recent growth

trajectory of atmospheric CO2 has produced a decadal temperature rise of 0.2 degrees

Celsius since 1960, whereas the rate of warming was below 0.02 degrees Celsius from 1750



to 1960.17 According to the World Bank and the International Energy Authority, three degrees

of warming looks increasingly likely by mid-century, four degrees by 2080, and even six

degrees of warming by century’s end with ongoing unrestrained growth in greenhouse gas

emissions.18NASA’s Chief Scientist James Hansen argues that the measures or ‘proxies’ of

past climates, such as ice cores and fossilised tree rings, reveal that just two degrees of

warming correlated to a largely ice free Arctic and a much reduced ice mass on Greenland.

Greenland if melted would represent seven metres of sea level rise, inundating the first and

second floors of many buildings in London, New York, Singapore, and Tokyo, as well as the

Nile Delta, most of Bangladesh, Louisiana, Florida, parts of eastern England, and the

Netherlands.19 At six degrees of warming the Antarctic ice sheet will also begin to collapse.

With much polar ice gone, the flood would rise two hundred feet, or a sixth of the way up the

newly constructed Shard office block in London, standing as it does just a few feet above the

Thames River. On the current trajectory of greenhouse gas emissions growth, by the end of the

present century, or within the lifetime of my grandson Jacob, the planet will be a ‘new creation’,

but not of the making of God or evolution.While warmer conditions can provoke much more

rapid sea level rise of one metre every twenty years, as they have in past deglaciation events,

present sea level rise of only 3 millimetres a decade is hardly perceptible across the lifetime of

a non-scientific observer. Hansen uses the analogy of a Christmas tree light to explain the

perception problem of climate change. The contribution of human greenhouse gas emissions

to climate heating is equivalent to the heat from two one-watt tungsten filament Christmas tree

lights per square metre of the earth’s surface. The imperceptible quantity of extra heat per

square metre sets up a contrast ‘between the awesome forces of nature and the tiny light

bulbs. Surely their feeble heating could not command the wind and waves’?20 Climate science

models drawing together historic proxies and real time observations of temperature change are

confirming that this small heat load per square metre is translating into a large-scale but slow

rate of global warming. But human beings have yet to modify their behaviours significantly in

response. Other species, oceans, and land areas are, however, already showing observable

responses. Satellite photography and spectography reveal a marked increase in the growing

season in the subarctic region in the last thirty years, which shows up as a greening of the

northern tundra in Siberia and Canada in spring and autumn as plants respond to increased

CO2 and warmer temperatures.21 Scientists also observe that species are gradually migrating

in many places on the planet.22Carbon WarsWhile the Arctic region has experienced the most

warming in the last fifty years, it is a largely uninhabited region, and hence the effects of

warming in the region are more visible to satellites and shipping than to significant numbers of

human beings. The changing topography of the ice affects the hunting practices of indigenous

human communities in the Arctic Circle and the behaviours of polar bears, but there is so far

no evidence of increased human suffering from Arctic ice melt.23 By contrast, drought and

raised temperatures in North and East Africa are already seriously impacting human life.

Enduring drought in the Horn of Africa is the cause of growing instability in the region, while

declines in crop productivity are, along with food speculation by investment bankers and

others, causing significant food price rises. Climate change was strongly implicated in the riots

which sparked the ‘Arab Spring’ and subsequent civil conflicts, or wars, in many Middle

Eastern and North African countries, including Bahrain, Egypt, Libya, Mali, Syria, and

Tunisia.24 Many governments in the region were corrupt and lacked democratic accountability,

and their replacement with more accountable governments might in principle be said to be a

benefit from climate-induced social upheaval. However, there has been great loss of life, large

numbers of refugees have fled conflict zones to neighbouring countries, including one million



from Syria alone, and many of these countries have not yet moved on toward civil

peace.Weather-related problems around the Horn of Africa long preceded the Arab Spring,

with enduring drought in the region and especially in Ethiopia and Eritrea, Somalia, and Yemen

since 1996, contributing to the collapse of lawful rule and provoking millions of people to flee to

neighbouring countries which are also experiencing climate-related difficulties.25 In 2013 a

breakdown of orderly government in Mali, and a murderous terrorist attack on a natural gas

facility in Algeria, prompted external intervention by France and other Western agencies.

Though the Malian adventure is described as a new military ‘intervention’, in reality the West is

already intervening in Mali, not only in its ongoing quest for energy resources, but also

because Western-originated greenhouse gas emissions are a cross-border infraction which

are raising temperatures and reducing food and water availability in North Africa and the

Middle East.The science of climate change presents a political problem which is unique. The

science indicates that the earth is warming faster than at any previous point in human or earth

history. But although the speed of change is unprecedented in the intergenerational history of

humankind, the rate of change from the point of view of one human generation, and even more

from the point of view of the four- or five-year term of a democratically elected government, is

imperceptibly slow. Furthermore, one or even two degrees of warming averaged across the

planet’s surface does not sound catastrophic in its implications. Temperatures fluctuate by far

more than this on a daily basis, from day to night, and from day to day. Slow change leading to

catastrophic outcomes is therefore counterintuitive. But for non-scientists to realise this, the

rise in conflicts in North Africa and the Middle East needs to be presented in ways that make

the connections between climate and culture. Modern political scientists tend, however, to

decontextualise politics from geography, and culture from nature, and hence are more likely to

read signs of growing conflict in Islamic terrains, and the overflow of terrorism and other

problems into the West, as evidence of a ‘clash of civilisations’ rather than as evidence of

climate change. As I argue in what follows, political theology offers an alternative perspective

because it situates culture in creation, and politics in the geography of the nations.The

relationship between climate change and civil conflict is underwritten in a study of the

relationship between civil war and warming in the Tropics associated with the El Niño weather

pattern between 1950 and 2004. Solomon Hsiang and his colleagues found that there was a

doubling of the likelihood of civil conflict in tropical countries in El Niño years.26 Another study

reveals a contiguity between depleting ground water and declining precipitation in the

Mediterranean region and countries affected by civil unrest and economic crisis in the period

from 2000 to 2009.27 The growing association between climate change and civil conflict

generates a growing tendency to frame climate change as a threat to national security.

Defence establishment and intelligence agencies increasingly describe climate change as

analogous to other global conflicts, including the Cold War and the so-called ‘war on terror’. As

U.S. Admiral Thomas J. Lopez, a former NATO commander, puts it:Climate change will provide

the conditions that will extend the war on terror. You have very real changes in natural systems

that are most likely to happen in regions of the world that are already fertile ground for

extremism. Droughts, violent weather, ruined agricultural lands — those are the kinds of

stresses we’ll see more of under climate change. The result of such changes will be more

poverty, more forced migrations, higher unemployment. These conditions are ripe for extremists

and terrorists.28A study commissioned by the Central Intelligence Agency argues that the U.S.

should anticipate that climate change ‘will produce consequences that exceed the capacity of

the affected societies or global systems to manage, and therefore will have global security

implications serious enough to compel international response’.29 A U.S. Defence task force



found that, while climate change may in the long term affect low-lying and drought-prone

areas of the United States, its most immediate effects ‘will come from the most vulnerable

regions of the world where the United States obtains vital fuel and strategic mineral resources

and combats terrorism’.30 In the national security perspective, empire is also an underlying

theme. The United States views climate change primarily as an external threat to its ability to

continue to garner sufficient energy from the Middle East and other regions already being

destabilised by extreme weather in order to sustain its heavily fossil fuel–dependent

consumption and infrastructure. Analogously, British sociologist Anthony Giddens argues that

‘energy security’ is the biggest challenge that modern societies face as drought and food

insecurity destabilise energy-rich developing countries, while melting permafrost, rising

oceans, and increasing heat threaten the highly complex and relatively fragile international

energy extraction and supply network.31A climate challenged planet without significant

mitigation of fossil fuel use will see a growth in civil conflict and mass migration as populations

— particularly in developing countries — experience growing energy, food, and water

insecurity. These challenges will likely be so grave that billions of people will be forced to

migrate from their ancestral lands. The largest number of people seriously affected by three

degrees of warming live in Asia. More than two billion people depend for food and water on the

three rivers of the Indus, the Ganges, and the Brahmaputra, all of which rise in the Himalayan

ice mass, the largest terrestrial ice mass on earth outside of the Arctic and Antarctica.32 As

with the polar regions, air temperatures are rising twice as fast over the Himalayan ice mass

than average global temperatures, and the glaciers are already showing accelerated retreat.

With three degrees of global warming these three great rivers will first flood as the ice melts in

unprecedented quantities and will then reduce to a trickle. This will radically cut food and water

supplies, while also reducing the production of hydroelectricity on which China and India are

particularly reliant. China and India also have access to nuclear weapons. Conflict at their

borders is already endemic. As Mark Lynas argues, deglaciation in the Himalayas may well

provoke conflicts ‘between these two nuclear-armed countries as water supplies dwindle and

political leaders quarrel over how much can be stored behind dams in upstream

reservoirs’.33To highlight the impacts of dramatic temperature rises later in the twenty-first

century, the UK Meteorological Office published a map of a four degree warmer planet in 2009.

It shows that three quarters of the earth’s land area will be unsuitable for food growing or

secure human settlement in a four degree warmer world, including most of Africa, the

Americas, and Asia.34 In the Northern Hemisphere the areas that will remain fertile and

habitable are North America above the forty-ninth parallel, northern Europe, and northern

Russia; in the Southern Hemisphere habitable land will include the southern cone of South

America, South Africa, New Zealand, and, possibly, the northern territories in Australia. The

remaining land areas will either be desert, flooded, or subject to such climatic extremes as to

make agriculture and human settlement infeasible.Harald Welzer argues that the ‘carbon wars’

of the present century will dwarf even the scale of killing of the world wars of the twentieth

century.35 The German Environment Ministry argues that climate change will ‘contribute to an

increased potential for conflict’, and that the spread of such conflicts, and the waves of

migration they will provoke, is the principal threat to national security.36 The British Ministry of

Defence estimates that by 2036nearly two thirds of the world’s population will live in areas of

water stress, while environmental degradation, the intensification of agriculture, and pace of

urbanisation may reduce the fertility of, and access to, arable land. There will be constant

pressure on fish stocks, which are likely to require careful husbanding if major species are not

to become depleted or extinct. Food and water insecurity will drive mass migration from some



worst-affected areas and the effects will be felt in more affluent regions.37With less than one

degree of warming the number of conflicts in the developing world is already rising, while the

United Nations estimates that there are 100 million people who are already climate refugees.

As states fail in their basic responsibilities to ensure that people can live securely and obtain

food and water for their families, large-scale societal collapse seems the only realistic

prospect in the more populous regions of Africa, Asia, and the Americas, where extremes of

climate are already challenging the capacity of farmers to grow enough food.Climate

ApocalypseThe unfolding of the geopolitical consequences of climate change is a gradual

process which mirrors the slow response of the climate system to gradually accumulating

industrial greenhouse gas emissions. The slow pace of such change is likely to continue, short

of tipping points, such as the release of large quantities of methane into the atmosphere. There

is a political as well as a perception difficulty with this slow pace. Mitigating climate change

requires dramatic, large-scale political interventions in fossil fuel extraction and marketing, and

hence in the energy systems and behaviours that these fuels sustain. But these systems and

behaviours are so intrinsic to industrial civilisation and modern consumerism that radical

reform without a real and present climate catastrophe lacks popular support, and hence

influential advocacy, in most political domains. Both in popular culture and in science writing

there is therefore a growing tendency to display climate change events in terms of a more

sudden and imminent collapse in order to promote cultural support for larger and more timely

political change. Roland Emmerich’s film The Day After Tomorrow depicts a catastrophic and

extremely sudden cooling of the Northeast Atlantic as the Gulf Stream, which draws heat from

the Tropics into the North and East Atlantic, ceases to function.38 The sudden cooling of the

North Atlantic produces an extreme winter storm which engulfs the eastern seaboard of the

United States in glacial conditions with twenty feet of snow. The film ends with shots of vast

numbers of people on highways attempting to flee New York City. The sudden and apocalyptic

collapse of technological systems that the film depicts is not that distant from the effects of

Hurricane Sandy in 2012: some apartment blocks were without water mains, functioning

sewerage, heat, and power for three months after the hurricane hit. While the overnight shift to

an extreme winter state is scientifically unrealistic, the film highlights a potential climate change

scenario in which the extent of fresh meltwater from melting Arctic ice shuts off the

thermohaline ocean currents which presently bring heat from the Tropics, in the form of the

Gulf Stream, into northern latitudes, reducing the severity of winters through North America

and northern Europe and warming the summers.A second film, Franny Armstrong’s Age of

Stupid, depicts a man, played by Pete Postlethwaite, in old age and ensconced on a

technological Noah’s Ark somewhere in the ice-free Arctic Ocean.39 Through a series of filmic

flashbacks, which he manipulates on a transparent digital screen, Postlethwaite recounts the

history of the end of history. Climate protest marches, failed international conferences, wars for

the remaining fossil fuels under the earth’s crust, and growing extreme weather events all

precede the eventual melting of polar ice. Finally the sea engulfs the world’s principal cities and

low-lying residential areas and farmlands, leaving remnant human groups who eke out a living

on high lands and in technological lifeboats of the kind in which Postlethwaite is depicted.A

number of recent examples of science writing by established climate scientists take an equally

apocalyptic turn. James Lovelock, who discovered the ozone hole over the Antarctic and

formulated the Gaia hypothesis, envisages that, as an interconnected set of living systems, the

earth, or Gaia, will compensate for the ecological excesses of too many human beings by

ridding herself of most of them. In The Revenge of Gaia he uses grim apocalyptic language to

describe the gradual collapse of the planetary processes that have evolved to produce an



atmosphere congenial to human and mammalian life.40 This collapse will involve a massive

cull of the human and other keystone species. ‘Gaia’, the mythological name Lovelock gives to

his now widely accepted scientific theory of an interactive living planet, takes on the visage of

an implacable and vengeful goddess who gets her own back on the humans that have ravaged

her. Gaia as goddess is indifferent to human suffering in enacting her ‘revenge’ on heedless

industrial humanity.In Requiem for a Species Australian scientist Clive Hamilton argues that

unmitigated climate change will bring the end of the human species within two hundred

years.41 Australia has seen some of the most extreme climate change–related weather events,

which helps explain Hamilton’s particularly bleak outlook. Temperatures in 2012 reached an

unprecedented 49 degrees Celsius north of Adelaide, and weather forecasters deployed a new

colour — deep purple — to display temperatures above 40 degrees. Wildfires took hold in

many areas close to major cities, including Melbourne and Sydney, in 2011 and 2012, causing

a number of deaths as well as extensive destruction of property and bushfires. In both years

the wildfires and extreme heat were rapidly followed by extreme flooding which in 2011

inundated much of Queensland and significant parts of the city of Brisbane. But Australia is

also home to a deep vein of climate denialism. This might be said to reflect the extremes of

heat and drought that settlers have endured for more than a hundred years. The widely

expressed, if complacent, ‘Aussie’ view is that no matter what settlers throw at the land, ‘she’ll

be alright’. The extent of Australian denialism also reflects the considerable influence of Rupert

Murdoch’s ownership of a number of climate-denying Australian newspapers and broadcasting

outlets.42In Storms of My Grandchildren James Hansen gives a less bleak but still apocalyptic

account of the near and middle future that anthropogenic climate change will likely visit on

some of those alive in the present and on future generations. Planet earth is in ‘imminent peril’,

and the continued use of fossil fuels ‘threatens not only the other millions of species on the

planet but also the survival of humanity itself — and the timetable is shorter than we

thought’.43 Hansen believes humanity has at most fifteen years to turn the presently rising

consumption of fossil fuels downwards before it sets in train a series of climate feedbacks

which will be irreversible, committing the planet to a post-glacial era unprecedented in the last

half million years.The increasingly frequent resort of natural scientists to the language of

catastrophe indicates that those who follow the science most closely, and understand its

implications, are more afraid than the non-scientists.44 But the resort to climate catastrophism

of scientists, as well as more popular and activist climate change discourses, also indicates a

belief that fear of extreme consequences from inaction may motivate rapid and effective

political change and so mitigate the causes of climate change. The connection of an

apocalyptic register to a politics of crisis and revolution is long established in political and

religious discourse, and it has particular associations with the industrial epoch. Marx and

Engels predicted that industrialism would eventually collapse from its own internal

contradictions as the process of creative destruction on which industrial capitalism relies, in

which ‘all that is solid melts into air’, provoked social revolution and revolutionary change

toward more equitable social conditions. However, the age of revolutions from 1789 to 1989 did

not produce cultures and societies that were more sensitive to ecological limits. Indeed,

communist societies were more prone to ignore natural signs of ecological disaster than

capitalist ones because their modes of government did not rely on popular consent.

Nonetheless, those on the left of the political spectrum tend to embrace the science of climate

change because it seems to present a natural as well as cultural crisis in industrial capitalism

which will force a radical reform of the tendencies of industrial societies toward inequality in

power and property between social classes. Thus for Ulrich Beck the risks from ecological



crises are the ‘unintended side-effects’ of modernity. They reveal the inherent contradictions in

the ‘self-evident truths’ of modernity, including the equation of increasing welfare and material

progress, and its ‘abstraction from environmental consequences and hazards’.45Shooting the

MessengerAccess to and use of energy comprise one of the main drivers of inequality in

industrial societies, as Ivan Illich first argued.46 The availability of tools and lifestyles

dependent on fossil fuels shapes a cultural enslavement to these fuels, which becomes an

increasingly dominant, if hidden, driver and sustainer of political institutions and ideologies.

Hence the potential for climate catastrophe presents an apparent political necessity to tackle

inequality, both within and between nations, as it is manifest in the excess use of energy by the

rich, who use it in multiples of hundreds more than the earth’s poorest inhabitants.47 If access

to fossil fuels for flying, driving, heating and cooling large homes and offices, meat eating, and

other energy-intense activities has to be rationed in order to prevent climate catastrophe, then

the rich, as well as the poor, will be forced to live more equitably because they will be forced to

live and to meet their material needs more locally. It is not hard to see, then, why climate

science is embraced by the political left and resisted by those on the right. If untrammelled

capitalism is the means to advance human flourishing, as the right believes, then climate

science and climate scientists are the enemy. Conversely, if inequality and excessive cultural

focus on material consumption are the causes of political as well as moral declension in late

modern capitalist societies, as the left believes, then climate science offers a geophysical

rationale for promoting the politics of equality and dematerialisation.Predictions of climate

catastrophe therefore represent a politics because climate science indicates that, absent a

levelling of unequal uses of fossil fuels between rich and poor and between developed and

developing countries, the earth itself will enforce a levelling on the presently disequalising

tendencies of fossil-fuelled industrial capitalism through climate catastrophe. Unmitigated

climate change by the end of the century will flood the rich cities of the powerful and disrupt

their global resource extraction and wealth accumulation systems, as well as turning the lands

of the poor into deserts. Climate apocalyptic therefore represents a politics, even a political

theology, and not just a natural scientific theory. It is a political theology because, like the

apocalyptic of the New Testament, it indicates the imminence of a moment of judgment on the

present form of civilisation, and the end of an era in which humans expanded their influence

over the earth without regard to planetary limits and without apparent consequences. The

climate crisis will also make visible the relationship which was formerly hidden between the

foundation and structure of the earth and human history; and this unveiling of what was hidden

will bring a levelling on human society.That climate science, as well as climate apocalyptic,

represents a politics, and a geophysical boundary or end-point to the current trajectory of

global capitalism, is why climate science is rejected very extensively by those on the right of

the political spectrum who have not in the past tended to reject mainstream natural science as

contrary to their worldview. The seeds, in other words, of either acceptance of or resistance to

climate science, and hence of climate apocalyptic, lie not in the science itself but in the politico-

theological worldviews of those who hear and respond to the science, with most of those who

resist climate science on the right of the political spectrum and those who accept it to the

middle or left.48 Hence even prominent advocates of environmental conservation on the right,

such as Roger Scruton, resist the conclusions of mainstream climate scientists that the earth is

warming because of greenhouse gas emissions, and that regulation of these emissions is

therefore necessary to ecological conservation.49The extent of resistance to climate science

on the political right is particularly marked in Anglo-Saxon domains, including Australia and

New Zealand, Britain, the United States, and Canada. Influential media outlets in these



domains, including Fox News, the Wall Street Journal, and the UK’s Daily Telegraph, regularly

represent climate sceptic views. Climate denialists such as the UK’s Nigel Lawson and A. W.

Montford and the United States’ Fred Singer and Steve McIntyre have a considerable

following.50 Coal, oil, and gas corporations have poured vast funds into anti–climate science

lobby groups and think tanks. The rationale for this lobbying effort is not hard to discern. The

capital and stock values of fossil fuel companies, which are the most powerful of modern

economic corporations, rest in part on their claimed reserves of fossil fuels. If, as climate

scientists claim, the burning of these reserves will destabilise the climate, extinguish myriad

species, inundate coastal cities, and lead to the desertification or flooding of much farmland,

then the value of these reserves is contentious.Climate science is not the first kind of

environmental science to be resisted because of its implications for industry and commerce.

Rachel Carson’s book Silent Spring uses an extensive apocalyptic rhetoric, from the title itself,

which suggests that pesticides would kill all bird life and hence bird song in the spring, to the

claim that the chemicalisation of agriculture and the human food chain threaten a range of

cancers and hormonal changes which endanger human health.51 Carson’s apocalyptic

rhetoric also recalls the origin of agrochemicals in the development of chemical weapons first

deployed in the Great War. As Peter Sloterdijk argues, the military creation of toxic air for

disabling and killing people was the first time the possibility of the turning of the atmosphere

against humanity through scientific intervention arose into popular consciousness.52 The most

apocalyptic science of the twentieth century was not mustard gas and agrochemicals but

nuclear weapons technology and the related development of nuclear-powered electricity

generators. The prospect that much life — including much human life — might be extinguished

through an all-out nuclear war, and the nuclear winter of an atmospherically driven cooling of

the earth, was the nuclear horizon of my own childhood and came close to being realised in

the Cuban missile crisis.As with climate science, scepticism about cancers from agrochemicals

or the prospect of nuclear winter was strongest on the political right, while it was liberal

progressives who took up the warnings of Silent Spring and acknowledged the threat of

nuclear winter, and hence questioned the unregulated use of agrochemicals and the growing

deployment of nuclear weapons.While there are precedents, that climate science has been

treated as a politics rather than a science has surprised the scientists themselves. Climate

scientists have been accused of anti-capitalism, corruption, fraud, perfidy, and selfishness in

promoting the claim that anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions are changing the

biophysiology of the earth. The claimed fraudulence of climate science was given a

considerable boost by the theft, and publication in news media, of a tranche of emails from the

Climate Research Unit (CRU) of the University of East Anglia during the Copenhagen Climate

Summit of 2009. Journalists claimed the emails showed scientists had manipulated data,

suppressed results which did not fit the theory of anthropogenic climate change, and used their

role as peer reviewers for journals to suppress contrary findings.53Subsequent enquiries by

other scientists, including one by the Royal Society, found that there was no truth to the

allegations against the CRU and that its scientists had neither distorted their data nor used

undue influence to suppress the research of others.54 However, media reporting of the

allegation of fraud was widespread and occasioned a significant decline in public trust of

climate scientists and increased scepticism about the theory of anthropogenic climate change;

in a 2010 poll 48 percent of the American public agreed with the claim that the problem of

climate change had been ‘greatly exaggerated’, and fewer than one third believed that climate

change represented a serious problem. Prior to the email theft in 2006, by contrast, 70 percent

thought the problem was either serious or ‘somewhat serious’.55 The extreme weather events



of 2012 dampened climate sceptic discourse and publicity, and there was a shift back toward

the majority view that climate change is happening, even if most Americans continue to believe

there is nothing they can do about it.Some argue that climate scepticism reflects poor media

reporting of the science by giving equal weight to mainstream scientific views and to the

opinions of climate denialists.56 But scientists associated with the ‘sceptic’ position are mainly

funded by the fossil fuel industries.57 Like tobacco companies in the 1960s, instead of

admitting that use of their product poses scientifically verifiable risks to planetary, and hence

human, well-being, fossil fuel companies have gone after the scientists and fostered a culture

of blame and victimisation in which prominent scientists, such as Michael Mann and Phil

Jones, have been subjected to hate campaigns and multiple death threats; in Mann’s case an

attorney general even attempted to sue him for fraud in the Virginia State court.58Widespread

support for climate scepticism is not just because of elite and corporate promotion of anti-

science messages. There is a very large class of individuals and groups who perceive their

beliefs and interests to be threatened by government action and regulation, and in particular

government restraint in the use of fossil fuels. The ‘three dollar gallon’ in the United States,

taxes on flights in Europe, car and home energy efficiency standards, carbon taxes — all are

represented as unfair impositions by the state on the freedoms of individuals and businesses

to consume as they will and to pursue their own goods by their own lights. In his populist

climate novel State of Fear, Michael Crichton portrays climate science and climate apocalyptic

as a ruse by the nation-state to continue to grow its power and influence over the lives of

citizens and to restrain their freedoms.59 On this account ordinary citizens and businesses are

the victims of climate science; their freedoms to pursue their chosen model of the good life are

threatened by the claim of climate scientists that human consumption activities visit harms on

present and future people and thus require preventive action by lawful authority. Climate

science is therefore seen as a cultural politics, and not ‘objective’ science, since it indicates

that to live within planetary constraints governments and communities should deliberate

together on ways to limit consumption, and that the human good is relative not only to

individual preferences but also to natural order.Climate scientists do not appreciate that their

science represents a politics. They are surprised, as Bruno Latour notes, to be called lobbyists

by climate denialists when they are simply reporting on climate models and data.60 They

believe that their climate change theory, observations, and data are unmediated by social or

political worldviews or belief systems; for them climate change is physics and not politics. That

it is treated by climate denialists as politics therefore comes as a surprise. But it is precisely

because of the political claims implicit in climate science — that individuals are not

autonomous, that there are limits to the capacity of the climate to absorb their pollution, that

this pollution harms distant others in time and space — that political conservatives resist

climate science.The difficulty for political conservatives is that mitigating the extreme effects

which climate catastrophists, and many climate scientists, argue will be produced by continuing

growth in greenhouse gas emissions requires rapid and global-scale governmental and

international efforts to restrain the use, and extraction, of fossil fuels. This seems to require

governmental regulation of everyday life so extensive that it will impact the design and heating

and cooling of buildings, affect flying and driving behaviours, and restrain the consumption of

carbon-intense products including meat, household mechanical and entertainment devices,

long-distance foodstuffs, and even industrially made clothing. Resistance to climate change

science is therefore strongest amongst individuals, groups, and organisations who identify

most strongly with the core political claim that individual choice and the pursuit of self-interest

in consumption and production activities are the sources of the human good, of freedom and



flourishing.61 On the other hand, those who are inclined to believe that the human good is

advanced by a greater degree of collective action, including coordination by the state and civil

society, are more likely both to accept that climate change is humanly caused and that it is

remediable through collective action to address its causes, including restraint in the extraction

and use of fossil fuels.Climate Apocalyptic and the AnthropoceneThere is growing concern

among climatologists that their message is not being heeded. To highlight the significance of

the crisis humanity faces, some natural scientists argue that humanity has embarked on a new

planetary era. Since Charles Lyell, geologists have divided up the age of the earth according to

their interpretations of the layers of rock and sediment in the earth’s crust. They named the

Holocene after the Greek word for the sun, helios, as an era in which the earth’s climate has

been stable and enduringly warm, as compared to previous eras. This stability and relative

warmth made possible the development of agriculture, the resultant growth in human numbers

in the last 8,000 years, and the rise of enduring human civilisations.Paul Crutzen, whose early

scientific work was on the possible atmospheric and climatic effects of a nuclear war, and who

won a Nobel prize for his work on the ozone layer, argues that the great acceleration in

greenhouse gas emissions since 1950, combined with a rapid expansion in deforestation,

mining, and deep ocean fishing, marks the end of the Holocene, and the dawn of a new era he

calls the ‘Anthropocene’.62 The term indicates that anthropogenic greenhouse gas emissions

have taken over from variations in solar radiation as the dominant influence on the climate and

hence on the biology and physiology of the earth. Scientists from the Royal Society have

examined the ‘stratigraphic’ evidence for the new era and argue that higher concentrations of

carbon and methane gases frozen in polar ice begin occurring at the industrial revolution in the

eighteenth century.63 On this account, the ‘golden spike’ which indicates the shift to the

Anthropocene is the dawn of the industrial era and the great acceleration in coal burning which

began after James Watt’s invention of the steam engine.64The term ‘Anthropocene’ indicates

not only that the stable Holocene climate era is ending but also that humanity has a new power

over, and hence collective responsibility for, the state of the earth and her future. Hence,

according to the Potsdam climate impact modeller H. J. Schellnhuber, the dawn of the

Anthropocene represents a second Copernican revolution.65 The first revolution, inaugurated

by the use of optics, which I discuss below, revealed that the earth, and hence humans, were

not at the centre of the universe but instead that the earth revolved around the sun. This

displacement of humanity from the earth system had cosmological and cultural implications

which unfolded over succeeding centuries, as I chart below. But if the Copernican turn

decentred humanity from the cosmos and reduced the perception of human influence over the

earth and the skies, the Anthropocene is a second Copernican turn because it puts humanity

back into planetary history as its most influential shaper. When the philosopher Hans Jonas

highlighted this increased sense of human agency over the biosphere, he intended to promote

a new moral sensitivity to humanity’s relationship with life on earth and the conditions for its

persistence.66 However, when Schellnhuber explains this heightened human agency, he

argues that it indicates a new agential control over the earth system. The questions the

Anthropocene raises are these: First, what kind of world do we have? Second, what kind of

world do we want? Third, what must we do to get there? The suggestion is that humanity

needs to form clear intentions about desired planetary and climate states, and then use the

instruments of earth system engineering, climate modelling, and global meteorological

governance to bring these about. On this account, climate science is a new political theology

which recalls some of the cosmological assumptions of an earlier Copernican age, but recasts

them in a hybrid of a human-centred cosmology and a Baconian, and post-Copernican,



aspiration to technological control over the earth. As I discuss below, earlier agricultural

peoples had a sense that in their relations with gods, species, and skies they had a role in

shaping climates that gave either good harvests or famines, and they sacrificed to the gods to

give them favourable weather. But the second Copernican revolution suggests that human

beings are now as gods: they not only desire favourable weather, but they have the technical

means to bring it about.While one reading of the Anthropocene suggests that it involves a

recovery and enhancement of human agency over the earth, another even more apocalyptic

reading suggests that the Anthropocene, far from enhancing human intentionality and agential

interaction with the earth, threatens to reduce it and hence to undermine the modern scientific

imaginary of the human control of nature. If rising sea levels inundate cities and ports, and

droughts destroy much presently viable cropland, the Anthropocene will potentially be an era in

which human power over nature is greatly reduced. In these circumstances nature will wrest

back control over the boundary between earth and sea from human sea defences, and over

agricultural lands from the irrigation schemes, terracing, and crop rotations of

farmers.Geological studies indicate that the last time in which the atmosphere contained 400

parts per million of CO2, which proportion the Mauna Loa Observatory recorded as this book

went to press, was the mid-Miocene, around fourteen million years ago. At that time there was

no permanent ice on earth, sea levels were seventy feet above present levels, and

temperatures were three to six degrees above the present.67 Climate inertia, and in particular

the vast amount of terrestrial and oceanic ice now present on earth, will hold back Miocene

sea levels and temperatures for some hundreds of years. But many scientists believe that by

the end of the present century, without imminent and dramatic reductions in fossil fuel use and

deforestation, sea level will be rising ten to twenty millimetres a decade instead of three

millimetres as at present. In the centuries to come, the coastline of the earth will move to a new

level seventy feet above the present. This will mean the abandonment of all present coastal

settlements and cities below that level, including the majority of cities and deep ports around

the world. The Miocene was also much warmer than the Holocene, and temperatures raised far

beyond the present will see widespread drought, which will render nonviable many current

large agricultural areas, including the prairies of the United States and Russia, most of

southern Europe, and much agricultural land in Asia, North Africa, and sub-Saharan

Africa.When seen in these terms, the climate crisis reads as a truly apocalyptic event, albeit

one that may unfold relatively slowly and across generations. Many, however, interpret the

evidence of future substantial change as indicating a sudden and imminent catastrophe which

mirrors, if not in speed, then in effect, the cataclysms of apocalyptic films such as The Day

After Tomorrow or science fiction novels such as J. G. Ballard’s The Drowned World and

Edward Abbey’s ironically titled Good News. In these genres, the priority for those who are not

going to be caught out by rising seas and crop failures is survival. Climate activist Bill

McKibben imagines a kind of ‘Mad Max’ response to the large-scale breakdown of law and

order extreme climate change will likely precipitate:If you think about the cramped future long

enough, for instance, you can end up convinced you’ll be standing over your vegetable patch

with your shotgun, warding off the marauding gang that’s after your carrots. . . . The Marines

aren’t going to be much help there — they’re not geared for Mad Max — but your neighbours

might be. Imagining local life in a difficult world means imagining taking more responsibility not

only for your food but for your defense.68Some survivalists and extreme climate activists are

already preparing for this imagined future by setting up home on plots of good and remote land

well above sea level, taking their household energy supplies off grid, and preparing to defend

themselves from city migrants scavenging for food. An analogous survivalist mentality is also



reflected in the militaristic and security responses of a ‘fortress world’ and an ‘armed lifeboat’

evident in official climate crisis literature.69Another response to the threat of a climatic

apocalypse is of humanity in exile from the earth. James Lovelock reports with a certain kind of

satisfaction that Gaia may ultimately slough off the human species, as a body may slough off a

virus: the earth will endure once Gaia has dealt with a species which has overextended its

biological niche.70 In The World without Us Alan Weisman envisages a planet in which

extreme climate change has extinguished human life and the human influence over the planet

thus gradually comes to an end.71 Stephen Hawking in an interview a few years ago

envisaged a time when humanity would have used up the resources of earth and would need

to expand into other earths and galaxies, and to use the insights and technologies of advanced

physics to enable this expansion. Science fiction films of the settlement of other planets, such

as Avatar, indicate that such colonial expansion out from our earth will be as hubristic and

violent as the responses to the present climate crisis threaten to be.There is an incipient

nihilism to the wilder fringes of climate catastrophism that some call ‘climate porn’. There is

also evidence that catastrophism, far from promoting a greater sense of shared responsibility

for the state of the earth, instead encourages the spread of climate denialism, or passive

acceptance of a coming climate disaster that political and personal change can do nothing to

assuage.72 In Lars Von Trier’s film Melancholia a wedding party is held in a grand country

house in upstate New York. The bride and groom and their families and friends are mostly

drawn from the elite of Manhattan’s advertising and banking circles. But as the post-wedding

limousine is approaching the house along a winding narrow track — with some diverting

difficulty — we see that scientists are tracking the path of a giant meteor which, if it impacts

earth, will extinguish most human life, most life, on earth. As the wedding party unfolds, the

imminent threat hangs over events: the bride retreats to the bath, eventually falls out with the

groom, and severs her relationship with her boss. She stays on in the house with a few close

relatives and friends and their children, and they track the path of the meteor online and with

their own telescope. As the meteor grows in size in the sky, members of the party start to fall

apart. One of the men, who had all along denied that the meteor would hit, goes to the stable

block and shoots himself. Another member of the party takes to her four-wheel-drive vehicle

and drives wildly with two children around the estate. The bride meanwhile makes brunch for

everyone and creates a small ritual space on a rise in the lawn with branches arranged as an

open pyramid. As the time approaches she takes the children and her sister by the hand and

they sit together in the ritual space and await impact. The film’s message seems to be that the

one who at the end endures in love for those around her is the one who faces the crisis and

refuses to deny it. The crisis is an apocalypse which reveals her character and the characters

of those around her. As a metaphor for the climate crisis, and the competing imaginaries of

denial, control, and care that it evokes, Melancholia is superb.Agrarianism and

ApocalypseClimate apocalyptic serves many of the same purposes as New Testament

apocalyptic. First, it is an unveiling: it reveals that humanity’s influence over the planet has

become so large in scale that it is reaching a limit point which puts humanity’s enduring tenure

on earth at risk. Second, it heralds judgment: the earth will punish the heedless affluent

generations who continue to spew fossil fuels into the atmosphere regardless of the limits of

the earth and their duties to future generations and species. Third, it is a call to moral and

political transformation. Preventing the evil of extreme climate change, and preventing an age

of extremes from descending into war, requires radical political and personal change — from

fossil fuel dependence to reliance on the renewable energies of the earth, from a global to a

local economy, from a wasteful culture of excess to a culture of conservation, care, and reuse,



and from a culture which encourages the rich to pile up wealth regardless of growing inequality

to communities where rich and poor live closer together and share more equitably the

capacities of the atmosphere and ocean to absorb greenhouse gas emissions so all can meet

their needs but not their greed.There is, however, a crucial contrast between climate

apocalyptic and the Apocalypse of John of Patmos. John reads ecological and civilisational

collapse not as the end of all things but as the end of a new beginning for the earth and its

creatures which is already unfolding in the appearance on earth of the logos, the inner ratio of

created life, in the person of Jesus Christ. There is no schadenfreude, no rejoicing in the

tribulations that bring down the powerful from their thrones at the end. Instead, John’s aim is to

encourage the persecuted and powerless Christians, whom Rome threatened to overwhelm

under the emperor Nero, that, provided they remain faithful in loving God and neighbour, the

cataclysm to come will see them vindicated in the end. For John of Patmos, this vindication of

the poor in history is revealed in a new messianic time, which the revelation of the logos as

cosmic servant, the ‘lamb of God’ who becomes a victim, inaugurates on the public stage of

empire. In this new time, neglect of divinely ordained limits to human power and wealth by the

rich and the strong will at last be restrained, and the suffering of the poor and the weak will

come to an end. Hence John’s apocalyptic end of history is not only the end of one kind of

imperious civilisation, but the inauguration of a new and transformed era, both for humanity

and for the earth. This era will reveal a ‘new heaven and a new earth’ in which ‘God shall wipe

away all tears from their eyes; and there shall be no more death, neither sorrow, nor crying,

neither shall there be any more pain: for the former things are passed away’ (Revelation

21:4).John Zizioulas argues that the Book of Revelation represents a new literary genre of

‘cosmological prophecy’ in which Christians are ‘called to think of the Kingdom of God not only

in terms of the salvation of the human being, but also in terms of the survival and wellbeing of

the entire creation.’73 This new beginning will not be without struggle, and Revelation

describes an almighty struggle between good and evil in which catastrophe threatens to

overwhelm the good. But the unveiling represented by the symbolic language of John is that,

while the evil which is focused in Babylon (Rome) threatens catastrophe, evil will not finally

prevail. John calls those who suspect that catastrophe will overwhelm them to persevere in

their witness against the beast, for the hidden truth John declares is that at the very moment of

the seeming escalation of evil’s power over the good, evil will overreach itself and bring down

catastrophe on itself, and the good will finally prevail.Long before Lovelock’s Gaia hypothesis,

in the cosmology of Revelation is found the central claim that human life on earth is relationally

interconnected to the ‘heavens’, or the sphere above the earth, and shares in the same destiny.

In chapters 4 and 5 the throne of God is set in the midst of the heavens, and all living creatures

gather around the throne of God and join in cosmic praise: ‘And every creature which is in

heaven, and on the earth, and under the earth, and such as are in the sea, and all that are in

them, heard I saying, Blessing, and honour, and glory, and power, be unto him that sits upon

the throne, and unto the Lamb for ever and ever’ (Revelation 5:13). For John of Patmos the

destiny of the cosmos, as well as human history, is revealed in the divine humanity of the Lamb

of God, who has redeemed by his blood people of ‘every kindred, and tongue, and people, and

nation: and has made of them a kingdom and priests to God, and they shall reign on the

earth’ (Revelation 5:9-10). Messianic communities who worship the Lamb as Lord of heaven

and earth anticipate a new cosmological era in which evil empires — and especially the empire

of Rome, which already in John’s time was persecuting the Christians — will at the last be

restrained, and the good prevail. The growing power of the Roman Empire and its persecuting

rage against the Christians are not denied by John. But he predicts that those who remain



faithful to the Lamb of God, who put love before fear, and who refuse to return evil for evil, even

toward their persecutors, will ultimately be vindicated. There will be suffering, even for the

faithful, but those who endure through this suffering will ultimately overcome the power of

Rome/Babylon and help to bring history to an ultimate end in which all empires and nations will

have to recognise the authority of the Lamb of God.What of the implication of natural events in

these human struggles? Christ in the ‘little apocalypse’ of Mark’s Gospel (Mark 13) envisages

the apocalyptic fall of Jerusalem as being accompanied by natural catastrophes. The Book of

Revelation envisages that nature will be subjected to suffering and destruction in a global

conflagration before the new heaven and new earth come about. Some conservative Christians

interpret these texts to indicate that the earth in its present form will be burned up and

destroyed before the ‘new heaven and new earth’ announced by John of Patmos in Revelation

21.74 This is indeed the plot of the best-selling Left Behind novels of Timothy LaHaye, which

describe the exploits of a group of individuals who are left on earth after the saints are

‘raptured’, and who then promptly convert to Christianity and get caught up in the full rigours of

a divinely visited punishment on humanity involving natural catastrophes of all kinds.75 Some

even interpret global warming as a portent of this earthly destruction.76 But the reading of

Apocalypse as the foretelling of the ultimate destruction of the earth is deeply at odds with the

way in which the early Christians understood the implications of the Christ events for creation.

The triumph of Christ over earthly powers presages a new peace between humanity and

creation. This is the import of Saint Paul’s teaching about the implication of creation in the

redemptive history of the children of God:For the earnest expectation of the creation waits for

the manifestation of the sons of God. For the creation was made subject to vanity, not willingly,

but by reason of him who hath subjected the same in hope, because the creation itself also

shall be delivered from the bondage of corruption into the glorious liberty of the children of

God. (Romans 8:19-21)For the apostle Paul the salvation of humanity in the Incarnation

represents the potential renewal of creation. Alienation, corruption, and death first entered the

world through the original sin of Adam and Eve; and as the Second Adam, Christ therefore

overcomes the cosmic effects of sin, including death, and hence, ‘as in Adam all die even so in

Christ are all made alive’ (1 Corinthians 15:22). The Book of Genesis describes the sin of

Adam in analogous terms, but the narrative includes a context that Paul does not — and this is

that in Eden, Adam and Eve are forest-dwelling gatherers of fruits and herbs, whereas the

exile from Eden requires them to raise their food through agriculture. In this ancient myth of

origin, agriculture is the source of alienation between human beings that leads to the original

murder, of Abel by Cain, using an agricultural implement, and to the rise of hierarchical

civilisations in which men and women visit violence on one another and reduce one another to

slavery. It is also the beginning of a mark of humanity on the earth which changes the destiny

of all creatures and the earth, and not only the destiny of humanity. Hence, if the Anthropocene

names the era in which humanity becomes central to the destiny of creation, theologically this

era begins not with greenhouse gas emissions but with the neolithic ‘fall into

agriculture’.77Although agrarianism is the source of civilisation and its rise reflects the new

civilisational possibilities opened up for humanity by a stable climate era, the Old Testament

describes the rise of agrarianism in ancient Mesopotamia as the descent and not the ascent of

humanity. Before agriculture human beings were few in number and were able to hunt and

gather other species in abundant forests teeming with life. These are the conditions which

Adam and Eve are said to enjoy in the lush and forested Garden of Eden. In the Garden they

are described as being made in the ‘divine image’, which in ancient Mesopotamia was a

description conventionally conferred only on kings and rulers. The eviction of humanity from the



Garden, the ‘fall into agriculture’, is mythically recast as the consequence of a primordial

infraction of a divine command not to eat from the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. The

forbidden knowledge is often interpreted as the knowledge of how God made the world and the

inner laws of its workings; today we would call this science.78 In the ancient world this science

began when humanity worked out how to take seeds and plant and harvest them and so

increase the availability of human food apart from what could be gathered from the wild. So

with this knowledge the first humans can dwell outside the forest of Eden. But it carries with it

the ambiguity that after their eviction, they must eat bread which they must produce ‘by the

sweat of their brow’, in contest with weeds, and through the arduous work of hand milling.

Within one generation their descendants — Cain and Abel — descend into fratricidal violence,

the one killing the other with an agricultural implement. This new form of civilisation is

described in Genesis 6–8 as descending into large-scale violence so that ‘the earth is filled

with violence’ (Genesis 6:13). The Creator is said to bring about the destruction of most of

humanity in order to end the violence, save only for the righteous man Noah, his family, and the

animals, by a primordial flood.While, as we have seen, some chart the perceptible rise of

human influence over the planet to the industrial revolution, others argue that the true

beginning of anthropic influence over the planet coincides with the transition to agriculture from

hunter-gathering, of which we hear echoes in Genesis, around eight thousand years ago.79

William Runciman argues that carbon and methane from deforestation, domestic animals, and

the large-scale growing of rice likely was the reason for the modest increase of CO2 in the

atmosphere from 240 ppm to 280 ppm from 6,000 bc to 1850.80 Humans, in other words, have

been influencing the climate for most of recorded history. The proposal that agriculture marks

the true beginning of the Anthropocene has considerable historic and theological resonance,

since it was humanity’s transition to agriculture eight thousand years ago which drove the first

large-scale clearing of forests and made possible food surpluses, the rise of cities, and the

emergence of large-scale and enduring cultural developments, including the religions of the

Ancient Near East, China, and India. The contiguity between a stable climate and the rise of

agriculture explains why a move to an unstable climate has such catastrophic implications for

contemporary humans. More than any predecessor culture, Homo industrialis has overspread

the earth and daily consumes food, energy, and other resources procured through complex

and fragile networks of planes, ships, trucks, roads, pipelines, wires, and radio and satellite

communications. These networks, even more than agriculture, are highly dependent upon the

stable climate that human beings have enjoyed in the course of recorded history.The dating of

the Anthropocene to the beginning of agriculture brings into view the theological frame of the

human relation to the earth in the language of creation, fall, restoration, and redemption. The

Old Testament, from the rise of the first empire of Babel (Babylon), describes the rise of

hierarchical and large-scale civilisations that agriculture made possible as evidence of human

hubris and will to power which stand under the judgment of God.81 In Egypt, the first and

grandest of these civilisations, the ancestors of Israel languished, lured there by one of their

own, Joseph the Egyptian prince, and the promise of grain and land, only to be enslaved by

subsequent pharaohs.Israel is called out of Egypt as a ‘chosen people’ to practise agriculture,

but the Law of Moses establishes that the way Israel does agriculture contrasts with the

agrarian practices of the empires that surround her, and hence the Torah is, as Jacob Taubes

puts it, profoundly ‘anti-Egyptian.’82 The first hint of this difference is in Genesis 1, where

Adam is described both as made from the soil and as made in the divine image (Genesis

1:26). In this original political theology of the Bible, the forest dweller who becomes a farmer

images the King of Heaven. In Eden a peasant walks with the Creator, and his wife shares



equally in this divine-human communion. Similarly, in Eden it is humanity as a whole — and

not only the King — who represents God as vice-regent on earth and exercises ‘dominion’

over all creatures and the earth. By contrast, in Babylon and Egypt kings alone commune with

the gods and act as their image and representative.83 Here we find the root of Jewish and

Christian experimentation with democracy and egalitarianism, and their joint critiques of the will

to power. Analogously, in the Mosaic covenant every household is to be the possessor of an

equal portion of the land that God gives to create a new non-hierarchical and post-slavery

agrarianism.84 The curse of agriculture, and its potential to sustain powerful kings and

empires, is transformed by a cosmic covenant between God, the Hebrews, and the earth in

which the land and its peasant farmers and its species all have rights, all must do justice, and

all are purified by abstaining from work, and so honouring God, with the sacrifice of the

Sabbath.Israel’s God is different from the gods of the other nations because Yahweh ‘made the

heavens and the earth’ and the other gods did not (Jeremiah 10:9). Yahweh is the governor of

the forces that govern the relations between heaven and earth, and hence Yahweh controls the

climate: ‘It is he who made the earth by his power’ and ‘whose voice provokes tumult in heaven’

and ‘mists to rise from the ends of the earth’ (Jeremiah 10:13). This divine power over the

elements, first revealed in the plagues in Egypt, the pillar of fire, and the rain of manna in the

wilderness, is crucial for Israel in the land of Canaan since Canaan is not watered by a large

river like the Nile or the Euphrates and Tigris, which watered respectively the empires of Egypt

and Babylon. The God of Israel is therefore more directly implicated in the ability of the people

to bring forth good harvests from the land than the gods of the other nations. Israel would eat

in this dry land only when the rains came, and the rains over Canaan were fickle, and hence

Canaanite farmers stored rain in underground cisterns to water their crops in the dry times.85

But ‘hewn cisterns’ are seen by Hebrew theologians as a pagan heritage which Israel would do

well not to rely on, since in so relying she may forget her dependence on God for the gift of a

well-watered land. They also carry with them the implication of idolatry for they are ‘made’ by

human hand and by those who worship gods which are also made by human hand.In the

religion of Israel, then, a God who controls the sky and what comes forth from the soil takes

centre stage. Hence Israel’s poets and prophets read Israel’s relationship with God through her

experience of climate. So for the psalmist, when the weather is good, and the rains fall gently

and regularly on the fields, giving harvests which sustain the poor (Psalm 72), this is because

the Israelites worship the true God and refrain from idolatry, are ruled by just rulers, observe

the Sabbath, and give a tenth of the fruit of the land to God. But when the weather is bad and

the fields give only a tenth of their usual produce, this is because Israel has trusted in other

gods and in the works of her own hands, including cisterns and idols, and not in the God who

made heaven and earth:Hath a nation changed their gods, which are yet no gods? But my

people have changed their glory for that which doth not profit. Be astonished, O ye heavens, at

this, and be horribly afraid, be ye very desolate, saith the Lord. For my people have committed

two evils; they have forsaken me the fountain of living waters, and hewed them out cisterns,

broken cisterns, that can hold no water. Is Israel a servant? Is he a homeborn slave? Why is he

spoiled? (Jeremiah 2:11-14)For Jeremiah the climate is political, and worship and agriculture

are geopolitical. When Israel worships idols, and not the God who gives good land and makes

good weather, Israel descends into slavery again, her rulers defeated by surrounding empires,

and her farms desolated by drought and their walls broken down. When Israel returns to the

worship of God, her people are freed from bondage, exile, and political power, and the land is

again watered and gives good harvests. Idols do not save, whereas the God who made the

world rescues the poor and the needy in their distress.At the heart of Judaism is a God who is



encountered through nature and events rather than in words or texts.86 Christianity, by

contrast, and then Islam, is a form of religion that is less implicated in the weather, climate, and

political power and more invested in words and texts. For John of Patmos, Rome’s persecution

of the Christians is not because they have not been faithful to God but because they have.

Similarly, portents from the sky are signs that God is closing the present age because of its

wickedness; they do not indicate that the Christians have lost divine favour. Heaven and earth

may pass away, but this is not a judgment on the Christians. It is rather a reward of God’s

‘servants, the prophets and saints and all who fear God’s name, both small and great’ while it is

a judgment which destroys ‘those who destroy the earth’ (Revelation 11:18). But there is a

judgment for those who fail to honour the messenger and the Word: ‘if any one takes away

from the words of the book of this prophecy, God will take away his share of the tree of life and

in the holy city’ (Revelation 22:19). Revelation is an unveiling of something new, in which the

Spirit renews the face of the earth, and the earth herself destroys those, and especially

Babylon/Rome, who would destroy her. This fall of Rome, which may seem to drag the

Christians down with it, is a new thing, not like the former things. But it is also an unveiling of

the plan that was hidden since the foundation of the world: the reversal of the will to power that

empires from Babel to Rome have shown, a reversal in which the weak and poor of the world

shame the powerful and those who worship the Lamb shame the wise.The Common Era as

the ChristoceneIn a deep sense Christianity is a religion of freedom: from the power of nature

and the power of politics. In Adam and after Eden, dominion over nature turns quickly into a

curse, and Adam is turned from son of the soil to its servant, toiling in the fields to raise crops

and put bread on his table in contest with weeds. After Adam, dominion becomes will to power,

empires rise, and the earth as well as humans are subjected to violence and destruction. Not

even Israel recovers peaceful dominion, though she is called from political bondage to a

priesthood of the soil, to offer up sacrifices from her tilling of the earth to the earth’s Creator,

and so to restrain, or slough off onto the scapegoat, the ancient curse. Christians for Saint Paul

are liberated from the mark of Cain, and for John of Patmos from the politics of Babylon. They

are promised the way back to Paradise and citizenship of the Kingdom of God. But these

promises involve neither rule nor agriculture. The early Christians had no land, and few had

positions of civic or political power; many were slaves, most were urbanites, few were

landowners, fewer still were rulers or aspired to be.87 As Peter Brown argues, the ethic of the

early Christians was essentially person to person; they made no grand claims about political

structures because Christians did not have access to them.88 So the political theology of the

New Testament and the early Church involved no geopolitical claims other than apocalyptic

ones about the end of the world and the revelation of who is really Lord instead of the emperor.

But it could not end there. As the Christians overspread the Mediterranean world, they invented

a new politics, and even a new agriculture. How could it not be so when a sect turned into a

Church, and converted two empires — Rome and Constantinople — in little more than four

hundred years?The success of the Christian mission as well as the delay of the parousia —

the final revelation — encouraged the development of a more settled approach to agriculture

and politics. Christ might one day return on the cloud. But he did not come in one generation,

or even a dozen, after those who watched him ascend. Instead, the Christians began to

envisage it likely that Christ would not return again until the gospel had been preached and the

Church had converted all the nations (Matthew 28:19).If the world was to be Christianised, it

was inevitable that this would involve also a new cosmology, a new politics, a new spirituality of

earth, its depths, and its heavenly realms. Hence the creeds of the second and third century

affirm the incipient New Testament references to Christ descending, between the Crucifixion



and the Resurrection, to the depths of Hades where he preached to the dead souls, enlivening

them, and so brought the Resurrection into the history of the dead who had been waiting for it

in the limbo of Sheol. Then Christ rises to earth, not as a resuscitated corpse but as a new kind

of ethereal being who passes through walls and materialises in varying geographic locations

with no evident means of transport. Finally, Christ rises into the clouds to be seated on the right

hand of God, as ruler of the sublunary world beneath the heavens.The time of the Church

inaugurates a new geospiritual relation of souls to bodies, of heaven to earth, and it is first

revealed in the imaginary of the communion of saints, the ‘cloud of witnesses’ (Hebrews 12:1)

that surrounds the worship of Christians. The same imaginary is evident on the walls of the

catacombs where the Christians gathered for worship in the presence of the remains of the

dead who had preceded them in the resurrection. And when the Christians move their

worshipping spaces from caverns and domestic houses to purposely built structures for

worship, they paint Christ on the roofs of their basilicas as the revealed Pantocrator — the

geopolitical ruler over the heavens and over emperors and princes, who is also present on

earth in the bread and the wine, and who is worshipped by beasts as well as humans even

before he comes again. In the catacombs the Christians paint animals worshipping Christ, and

in the desert the wild animals come to Anthony and Jerome to be healed by them, recognising

in them the presence of the same divinity that the wild beasts recognised when they were ‘with

Christ’ in the wilderness while ‘the angels ministered to him’ (Mark 1:13). So between the first

and the second coming there is a new mediation between the earth and the heavens; it is

revealed in the history of the nations in the success of Christian mission in overtaking the

Mediterranean which is the middle of the world, and it is mediated in the mysteries of worship

and the enduring presence of the divine Word and the divine Spirit in the Christians who, as

Saint Paul has it, are the first ‘new creation’ before the ‘new heavens and new earth’ which

come later.The Christian era is a new era, which we might call the Christocene, in which the

divine image in humanity is already being cleaned up and restored, and the world is already

being repaired. The origin of this restoration and repair is the logos who is Christ, whose rule

extends from the subterranean to the sublunary and from the beginning to the end of human

history. The mediatorial presence of the logos on earth after the Ascension is centred in

eucharistic worship and in the sacrifices of praise, and in moral struggle against evil and for the

virtues in which the saints engage. Hence humanity in worship becomes the priestly mediator,

the microcosm to the macrocosm, as the sixth-century Byzantine theologian Maximus the

Confessor would put it.89 In the priesthood of eucharistic worship, humanity stands as Christ

once did between earth and heaven, restoring the cosmic covenant which Israel’s descent into

empire and idolatry had broken.In the Lord’s Prayer, the most widely used prayer throughout

the Common Era, Christians pray that the divine will ‘be done on earth as in heaven’ (Matthew

6:10). In Christian history until the Enlightenment, this petition was understood in climatic and

meteorological terms since it is followed by the petition ‘give us this day our daily bread’ and

the petition that ‘debts be forgiven’. Rain and sunshine, clouds and temperature have been the

determinants of agricultural produce since the original Levantine turn to agriculture in the

eighth millennium before Christ. If they arrive in ‘due season’, the petitions in the Lord’s Prayer

are answered; if not, the crops fail, the people of God go hungry, they fall into debt, and they

and their children lose their land.The people of God in the time of Christ were often hungry.

Many of Christ’s contemporaries were losing their lands to urban elites as a result of the

imperial burden of taxation imposed by the Jewish authorities as proxy rulers of the Roman

empire.90 Consequently, they had ceased to be full members of the people of Israel while also

being enslaved to coercive wage labour, debt, and life-threatening hunger and poverty. Christ’s



parabolic acts of healing and his moral and political teachings therefore challenged the social

and political arrangements which rendered the people of God landless. They also challenged

the Jewish religion and its moral and political authority since the treasury of the Temple in

Jerusalem had become the tax collection centre of the Herodian rulers of Palestine in the time

of Christ. Hence the principal crime of which Christ is accused at his trial is blaspheming

against the Temple.It is, then, entirely appropriate that the rite the Christians adopted after the

Ascension to bring down and make present the heavenly will on earth should be a meal of

bread and wine. The Romans ruled an empire through violence and bread; they subsidised the

mass production of bread in the cities of the empire even as their legionnaires and their taxes

violently took the land away from the peasants who grew it and turned them into slaves. When

the early Christians broke bread and distributed it equitably to all who were present, they

became a political body in which every member had equal standing and whose head was

Christ. At the same time they rejected the claim that Caesar was Lord or that they need rely on

Roman bread for their sustenance; they were sustained by the bread which had ‘come down

from heaven’, and not up from Babylon. The eucharist was the supreme cosmopolitical act of

the early Church, in which heaven and earth are reconciled, empires cast down, and princes

dethroned. At the eucharist slaves ate with free citizens, masters with their servants, and

hence it was not long before slaves such as Onesimus would claim to have been freed by

Christ.91The restoration of created order which is first revealed in the risen body of Christ is

experienced politically in the social body of Christians. Hence in the Christian household

mutual subordination and love reverse the conventional hierarchy of masters and slaves,

husbands and wives. Paul writes to the churches of Ephesus and Colossae not that slaves

should demand freedom but that in their free service to those who are over them in the world

they show a mutual love that undoes coercive power and economic claims to ownership. It was

nine or ten centuries before this belief would result in the freeing of slaves in Christendom. But

that it did eventually have this result should not be discounted. As Hilaire Belloc argues,

Christianity is above all the religion of freedom from coercive power.92 The gradual dissolution

of the institution of slavery in the first millennium of the Christian era and the recovery by

peasant farmers in the Middle Ages of usage rights over land are the most visible signs in the

history of Europe of the political and economic fruit of eucharistic politics.As well as subverting

established political order, the eucharist challenges cosmological order since Christ as the

heavenly Lord is also in time worshipped as the ‘Lord of the harvest’. Hence not only did the

Christians display Christ ruling from the heavens on the ceilings of their churches; they also

read the climate, and the clouds which watered the crops, as governed by Christ. In the art of

the catacombs and of the first three centuries of the Christian era, Christ is already a heavenly

farmer, the good shepherd who goes in search of the lost sheep.93 His presence is celebrated

with sheaves of wheat, vine fruits, and loaves and fishes, in an echo of the Gospel stories of

Christ ‘feeding the crowds’. One of the key moments in the eucharistic rite is the re-creation of

the offering of tithes, which were the tenth of the fruits of human labour on the land

commanded of Israel to be given to Yahweh, and to the Levites, in honour of the covenant

between God, the people, and the land. In the eucharist this ritual finds new form in the

offertory procession when the people bring to the altar, along with the bread and wine, their

alms, in the form of money to be distributed to the poor and to sustain the ministers of the

Church who serve the poor and the faithful.In time, the life of Christ and the climate-driven

seasonality of the agricultural year were liturgically mapped onto each other so that the

mirroring of earth and heaven of the Lord’s Prayer finds a climatic as well as a political shape.

Christ’s birth is celebrated on December 25th, which is the date of the winter solstice in the



Northern Hemisphere when solar insolation is at its lowest on the surface of the earth, and

plant growth and photosynthesis are at a minimum. The gestation of Christ’s earthly ministry in

his journey of forty days in the wilderness is enacted in the Lenten fast of the European spring,

when the soils are gradually receiving more sunlight and plants are beginning to respond.

Christ’s crucifixion and resurrection at Easter are celebrated as spring sunshine begins to

warm the soils and the soils are prepared for the growing season. The Ascension of Christ is

celebrated four weeks following Easter, when the crops have been sown in the field, and

preceded by ‘Rogation Sundays’, when the priests go into the fields to bless the crops and the

people pray for a good harvest. The season of Trinity commences after Ascension Day, and the

earthly ministry of Christ in rural Palestine is rehearsed over the late spring and early summer

until the harvest season, which, until the Reformation in northern Europe, began on August

1st, when the first of the wheat crop was gathered and turned into bread; hence August 1st is

known as Lammas or ‘loaf mass’. The liturgical year then is intricately tied to the sun-driven

cycle of planting, growing, and harvesting of farmers and gardeners in the Northern

Hemisphere.Christ, Climate, and the Council of NicaeaAs if to underline the climatic

significance of the dating of the liturgical calendar, the dating of Easter is not set on a fixed

date in the Roman calendar; instead, at the Council of Nicaea, it was determined as the

Sunday of the second week of the paschal moon following the spring equinox, a crucial date in

agricultural planting. Christians in different parts of the Roman Empire — in Syria, Antioch, and

Alexandria — had been celebrating Easter on different days, some following precisely the

Jewish pascha, and some even celebrating Easter on a weekday, while others departed more

or less from that date. The Council of Nicaea declared that there was to be one universal date

of Easter, and from then until now in Western Christendom this date is set by the spring

equinox and the paschal moon. The council was therefore in a way the first geopolitical climate

conference, since, at the behest of the emperor, it drew up a new international agreement on

the relationship of the worship of Christians and their calendar to the seasonal shifts in the

earth’s climate from the declining and rising hours of sunlight in the Northern Hemisphere.

Mapping the life of Christ onto the earth’s relationship to the sun, the Council of Nicaea

affirmed and underwrote the Christocene era in which Christ’s Lordship had put down all

earthly powers under his feet and reigned from the sky as the Lord of heaven and earth.Until

the fifteenth century Christians believed, with Aristotle and Plato, that the sun travelled around

the earth in a geocentric universe. Hence their maps of the cosmopolitical realm showed the

earth at the centre of the universe; it was therefore entirely logical also that the sun and the

Cross should be superimposed onto each other in Celtic northern Europe. Christ’s rule over

the earth was mirrored in the daily dying and rising of the sun, and in the effects of its

diminishing and increasing light and warmth on the fields and forests.Christians in the patristic

and medieval eras thought themselves at the centre of a cosmos ordered and governed by

Christ at its zenith. They thought, moreover, there was a direct relation between divine will and

what happened on earth. It therefore seemed obvious to them, as it no longer is to us, that God

had overarching responsibility for the weather and the climate, and that by worshipping God

through their tithes, alms, good work, and craft they partnered with the Creator in caring for the

world. In particular, and as is evident from a detailed study of medieval sacred architecture, in

their church building and liturgies they helped to maintain the world, as the Israelites had once

done in the worship of the Temple.94 Hence, when the ‘medieval warm period’ produced

remarkable crop surpluses on which city burghers and friars grew fat, the city guilds and

merchants devoted a proportion of these to the great cathedral building enterprise. The

development of Gothic sacred architecture — in which master builders used the arch first



adopted in the Muslim world, as well as the flying buttress which was their own invention, to

build to new heights — was itself therefore a product of varying insolation.The relation of Christ

to climate and cosmos in the medieval worldview is depicted in the small 1250 illumination

known as the Psalter Mappa Mundi.95 Christ stands above the earth, holding an orb in his left

hand and giving a sign of blessing with two raised fingers with his right. Around his nimbus-

encircled head are two pots, hanging in midair, attached to strings which are held by two

angels who, like puppeteers, upturn the pots to give rain on the earth and so water the crops.

In medieval cartography, the map is an icon, and each element in the iconography corresponds

both to Christian belief about the relation of Christ, cosmos, and Christians and to physical

properties, for in the medieval mind there is no split between spirit and matter, nature and

culture. It therefore seemed obvious to the medieval mind that when the crops grew tall in two

centuries of long and good summers, which are now called the ‘Medieval Warm Period’, God

looked with favour on the prayers and virtues of the citizens and clergy of Catholic Europe.

Equally, when the rivers of northern Europe turned to ice in the ‘Little Ice Age’ which began

around 1490 and endured until 1650, it was widely believed that it was the transgressions and

wars of kings and princes that had brought it on. As the crops failed in the fields, rivers froze for

months in the winter, and Alpine glaciers began to advance down the mountainsides, it

seemed obvious to radical preachers and would-be Reformers that God was displeased with

the moral turpitude and wealth of the late medieval Church. Most believed, like Joachim of

Fiore, that these climatic changes indicated the end of an age in which the Church had grown

too powerful and too wealthy and that this presaged the apocalypse or second coming of

Christ.96 It was therefore an era of radical and millennialist preachers, in which long-settled

partnerships between Church and state were overthrown in northern Europe, and the four

horsemen of the apocalypse — in the form of plague, war, famine, and death — stalked

Europe on a scale unknown since the fall of the Roman Empire. War and conflict grew to a

crescendo of violence which, though sometimes referred to as the ‘wars of religion’, might

more appropriately be called the first climate wars.It was during the Little Ice Age that

theologians began to doubt the correlation between the will of the heavens and life on earth

that was central to the microcosm-macrocosm relation affirmed by Christian Platonism and

Orthodox theologians in East and West until this time. Nominalism has its origins in this time,

and the leading nominalist philosopher William of Ockham developed a new linguistics and

theologic, according to which there exists no sensible and perceptible correlation between

divine or heavenly will and the unfolding of events on earth. Instead, the earth is governed by a

divine Creator whose will is ultimately unknowable and hence experienced on earth as

arbitrary, even though it is in itself an originally good will.97 The names which are ascribed to

earthly and sensible objects signify those objects univocally, or with certainty and specificity,

rather than drawing their meaning equally from their representation of a larger theological

grammar of being, as the medievals had formerly believed. So Ockham’s nominalism both

underwrites a new sense of distance between heaven and earth and gives greater powers to

language to identify with some certainty, and without reference to a supernatural theologic, the

fixed and peculiar properties of named objects and species in nature.As George Lindbeck

argues, nominalism sets up a strong division between two radically opposed perspectives: on

the one hand, the absolute power of God’s omnipotent and arbitrary will; and on the other, what

God has ‘in fact ordained’. This split emphasises the ‘radically individualistic isolation of man

before a God of absolute and arbitrary power’.98 This in turn sustained a new politics, first of

the ‘divine right’ of kings apart from the consent of the governed, and then in the modern era of

the social contract according to which the individual is autonomous of the body politic into



which she is born until she contracts some of her autonomous power by an act of will. This split

also gave rise to a new religion in which the individual soul exists as an independent entity

within the body, drawn by piety to a life of Puritan self-denial and a related quest for the inner

feeling of divine presence. And the split gave rise to a new science in which the body of the

earth and the human body become available for investigation and reordering by empirical

science, freed through nominalist logic from the theologic symbolism of medieval

cosmology.Copernican Cosmology and the Climate CosmopolisThe theological revolution of

late medieval nominalism gave birth to two ideas which had not conventionally been thought

separately before, these being ‘nature’ and ‘culture’. Copernicus and Galileo discovered that

humans were not — at least in natural scientific terms — at the centre of the universe. Instead,

their bodies walked on a planet that circulated a rather ordinary star on the edge of a universe

whose size far exceeded the medieval imaginary of the hands of Christ stretched around the

earth in another of the world icons of the Mappa Mundi. This decentring was resisted by the

Church not because it dethroned humanity but because Galileo’s observations and

theorisations of the movements of heavenly bodies revealed something more troubling to the

medieval mind: matter moves according to mathematical logic, the laws of inertia and mobility,

and not because it is moved by a divine Mover.99 But soon the Church resolved the problem

through its own nominalist theology. If there were two realms of truth and not one, and two

tests of truth, one for ‘nature’ and the other for ‘culture’, then the hidden and arbitrary

omnipotence of nominalist imagination could be confined as the deus ex machina of nature, as

the divinity who governs imperceptibly and from a distance. It would therefore remain possible

for the Church to say that God impregnated Mary and generated the Incarnate logos; God

moved Mary. But it would no longer be necessary to say that God moved the earth or the

clouds. And as the Church ceded the power of truth telling over the mathematical relations of

heavenly bodies, it also gradually ceded the power of truth telling over the mathematical

relations of earthly commerce and ended the religious ban on usury. Scientific measure rose

inexorably as the guiding star of the new age, in the dissection of bodies, in the movement of

the stars, and in the commerce between traders and companies and states.The rise of the

science of mathematics as the arbiter of relations between heavenly and earthly bodies had

profound implications for political bodies. If in the Middle Ages humanity, and above all the

body of the king and the liturgy of the Church, were the microcosm to the macrocosm, as

Maximus has it, then in the new ‘state of nature’ science had unleashed, atoms and bodies

moved and collided and were at risk of falling apart. Hence for Thomas Hobbes, in the midst of

the vicious English civil war, where subjects no longer owed their duties to king or Church, only

a social contract, an agreement of the atomised bodies to join themselves to one another by

giving their consent to civil authority, could construct civil order. In a culture governed by

calculations of interest, and where men read the Bible for themselves, there was no more a

world soul, no higher power to which men might appeal, beyond the control of the

sovereign.100 Analogously, in the newly objectified relations of nature, as revealed in

telescopes and as tested in the forge and the laboratory, nature’s mechanical and

mathematical relations are also subjected to human control; Copernicus, Galileo, Bacon, and

Newton created the experimental facts of the new world of nature and put nature to the test to

prove the veracity and repeatability of their facts.The modern constitution, premised on the new

governability of culture apart from nature, originated in Bacon and Newton’s science of

mechanism and Hobbes’s and Locke’s realm of contract and commerce. The common people

may still have believed it rained for decades in England because of the divorces of a king, but

by the end of the English Revolution, the constitution and the cosmos were also divorced. The



king might have been restored to the throne after the Revolution, but his body was no longer

sacred; instead, it was a symbol freely chosen by the people to underwrite their new powers

over their own destiny. Henceforth, civil power and commerce, not the magical powers of kings

and prelates, would construct the world of culture. Analogously, Bacon’s new science of

mechanism and technology would create and refashion the world of nature. After the

Renaissance and the Reformation, humanity would arise as the new artificer of politics and of

the machine; the world would be made new, as Bacon would claim, not in millennialist hopes of

the end of history but in the power which science and the state would draw together in birthing

the ‘new atlantis’ and the novum organum.As Bruno Latour argues, the modern political

constitution is uniquely premised on this new division between nature and culture, which is the

outcome of the Cartesian division between subject and object and the separation of matter and

bodies from a transcendent, increasingly ‘wholly other’ and distant, God. Science constructs

the modern ‘cult of facts’ in experiments and laboratories whose new objects enable engineers,

industrialists, and medics to create bridges, steam engines, and antibiotics, and so control and

direct the energies of nature into the fabrications of an industrial society.101 Nature is made

new by being turned into scientific facts, and so brought under the power of knowledge through

the mediation of experimental physics, chemistry, and biology. Culture is made new as the

sphere of moral and political fabrication, unfolding from the mediation of the consciences and

the consent of atomised persons who by contract and commerce create history anew. To be

modern is to affirm this new separation of powers. Air is no longer a medium of spirits or souls;

air is conditional on human thoughts only when air pumps and condensers are made that can

manipulate the temperatures of enclosed spaces, or planes seed clouds with manufactured

particles. Political sovereignty is not the gift of nature or the gods; government does not arise

from a covenant between a divine representative and the cosmos. Instead, it issues from will,

the will to power, and the consent of the people to cede that will to the civil powers who rule

over them for the purposes of civil peace.These new separations of nature and culture, of

bodies and souls, of objective and subjective realms are the source of the tremendous

productive and technological powers released by the modern rise of human power over nature

and cultures. But at the same time the unfolding of the engineering powers of modern science

and the societal construction of the modern constitution involve the constant production of

hybrids of nature and culture which do not respect these new separations. As Latour puts it,

scientists go ‘on and on constructing Nature artificially and stating that they are discovering it’,

while political theorists go on and on ‘constructing the Leviathan by dint of calculation and

social force’. Consequently, ‘on the one hand, the transcendence of Nature will not prevent its

social immanence; on the other, the immanence of the social will not prevent the Leviathan

from remaining transcendent’. Hence it is necessary that added to the forced separation of

nature from culture, of science from politics, is the forced exclusion of a Creator who as the

Incarnate God constructs nature and culture. The separation could only be made to work by

the scientists ‘ridding Nature of any divine presence’, and the politicians ‘ridding Society of any

divine origin’.102To be modern, then, is to deny that the weather is political, or that politics

influences the climate. To be modern is to deny that there is a God who is the author of nature

and culture, for in the separation of nature from culture the moderns feel that they are

invincible. Sweeping away the prejudices and superstitions of old, the newly revealed laws of

nature would liberate Europe and thence the world from a prescientific past and give the

humans unprecedented power over the ordering of nature. At the same time, in the human

sciences society also would be refashioned, remade by social facts and positive law; the ‘iron

laws’ of society and economics would become the new physics of human relations.Into this



newly ordered and humanly controlled world, so all powerful that it even begins to show up in

the gases of the atmosphere and in gases trapped in Arctic ice, the claims of climate scientists

are an incomprehensible hybrid; they seem more like the superstitions of forest dwellers than

the utterings of Enlightened scientists. A fossil fuelled economy is changing the weather. How

can this be? Enlightened rulers no longer claim to influence the weather; if their divorces no

longer influence the weather, why should their coal mines?Even if the models of climate

scientists do demonstrate, to them, a human influence, what about the models of political

economists? Is it imaginable that the productive powers, the ‘wealth of nations’, unleashed by

the new laws of commerce and competitive interest could show up in the sky? How can climate

models, constructed in computers and from proxies like ice cores, challenge the hard

commercial realities of producer supply and consumer demand? Climate science seems to

require a cosmopolis — a politics which is cosmic and not merely rational. But meteorology

since Newton is not a human science. Moderns don’t participate in the weather except when

they watch the weather report or walk in the rain. They don’t make rain, except in an

experiment. Nor of course does God. As Peter Sloterdijk puts it, beyond animism and deism,

modern weather has no author other than itself. The weather is self-made; the weather

performs for forecasters to comment on and people to gossip about. Natural science and the

modern constitution haveexonerated every still possible God of any responsibility for weather

phenomena and elevated him to super-climatic zones. Zeus and Jupiter may well have hurled

lightning bolts, the God of modern Europeans is a deus otiosus and eo ipso inactive in the

climate domain. The modern weather report can therefore present itself as a discipline of

regional ontology in which one speaks of causes, but not of instigators. It speaks of that which

happens by itself, and of that which, in the best of cases, gets ‘reflected’ as objective quality

data in a subjective medium.103In the new world of science and the social contract, nature is

the objective backdrop for the Enlightened renaissance of culture, knowledge, and wealth. The

Enlightenment cosmopolis is the product of the governing wills of reasonable minds; natural

boundaries, organic relations, ought to play no part in the cosmopolitan constitutions of the

moderns.It is no wonder that the modern nations, and their newly constructed cosmopolitical

United Nations, have failed to find a political ‘solution’ to the dissolution of solid carbon into

atmospheric gases. For Latour and Sloterdijk, science as well as politics is a realm of

mediation. There are no ‘facts’ that are not human constructs, whether natural or social. In this

perspective the real problem with climate talks is that they are predicated on the claimed

objectivity of natural science rather than the new subjectivity of the climate of the

Anthropocene. The earth ceases to be an objective background to human culture when she

calls time on the modern project to extend technological control from the earth’s depths to the

heavens.
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Sheep23, “A Riveting Political Theology of Climate Change. A Political Theology of Climate

Change by Michael S. NorthcottThe bombardment of media coverage regarding issues

regarding global warming, climate change, and environmental politics assault the modern

viewer at every angle. From progressive to conservative viewpoints, we are facing a crisis as

to which voice is most trustworthy and worth our attention. At the same time, believers of every

Christian tradition recognize the need for judicious analysis of the climate change quandary.

Into the mass of connective tissue that holds together climate change politics steps Michael S.

Northcott, Professor of Ethics at the University of Edinburgh. His new book, A Political

Theology of Climate Change, is a riveting in-depth analysis of both anthropogenic climate

change and theological reflection on creation. Rather than run the risk of bringing out the

outmoded conflict of political polarizing views on the climate change issue, Northcott provides

the reader with both the climate change science that is behind the issues and counters the

philosophical underpinnings of the view that nature and culture, science and ethics are at odds

with each other at their foundations. Engaging with writers as broad as J.R.R. Tolkien, Carl

Schmitt, Bruno Latour, and Alasdair MacIntyre, Northcott digs deeply into climate change

science and deeply reflects on the world that God has made including his good creation.The

first chapter targets the `second Copernican revolution' caused by the repositioning of man as

the shaper of planetary history (22). Labeling this turn of events as Anthropocene, Northcott

characterizes this movement in history as being held by man as controller, in a state of god-like

power over the destiny of the earth. Therefore, the problem arises very quickly here when

climate change scientists seek to report their findings (physics of the earth), and are rebuffed

by politicians for supposedly lobbying for political ends. If man is the arbiter of not only reason

and rights, but also climate change, then the science of climate change is only redeemable as

its suits the desires of the most vociferous. The description of an Anthropocene narrative is

drawn out in contrast to a Christocene narrative in which Christ stands at the helm of his

creation. The trajectory that comes out of this view with respect to a climate apocalyptic view

takes into consideration the narrative beginning in Genesis journeying through to Revelation is

one of restoration, not domination. Northcott beautifully weaves together a synthesis of

concepts that the early Christians used concerning the restoration of the created order, namely

the social body of Christians and the Eucharist (38). These early practices of fellowship and

table are political to the extent that they resist the secular liturgy that divorces nature from

culture, bodies from souls, and subjective from objective realms (45). Renewal, restoration,

and proper cultivation are all part of both Israel's Scriptures as well as the practices of the early

Christian community regarding nature.Much of Northcott's book is a deliberate wading in the

waters of the philosophy behind climate change politics. Part of this investigation behind

climate change is the recognition of certain figures that sharpen the underpinnings of the

arguments behind climate change. Concerning Francis Bacon, Northcott writes, "For Bacon,

human beings truly know only what they make.....By contrast (from Descartes), Bacon found a



way back from the mind to the real world after Copernicus through a revised and more

empirical approach to sense perception: the correspondence between human sense

perceptions and physical reality could be reconstructed through the empirical method." (103)

The great vision of empirical science verifying new discoveries in nature is a double edged

sword however. The greater knowledge about the earth and the anthropogenic effects on the

earth should necessitate a measure of `seminal responsibility,' however, the goal Bacon finally

resorted to was the ultimate happiness of man and his progress over the cosmos at the

expense of nature. Political theology for Bacon was a means of reinstituting the notion that

progress was humanity's aim alongside a broader utopian ideal that held science in salvific

proportions. The preponderance of sources in this book is amazing. One such reference point

that helps us anchor the discussion of climate change is found in the comments relating to the

work of Sergei Bulgakov. Northcott writes, "Hedonism for Bulgakov is the characteristic sin of

modern political economy, just as asceticism - particularly ascesis for the poor - was the

besetting sin of the pre-capitalist era." (156-7) Bulgakov repeatedly drew connection points

between the `spiritual state of a nation' and its economic life. Luxury tears apart the wisdom

that to repair what is broken is better than to just discard the broken. Secondly, the lure of

luxury does not produce a moral and social posture toward others and nature, but a rather

brutish individualism. Bringing the discussion of climate change into proper perspective while

relating to the writings of Giambattista Vico, Northcott writes, "The climate crisis is not a threat

apart from culture. It is a threat to human culture as it is situated in nature." (109) Vico was

transparent in bringing back the human side of the sciences, which speaks to the moral

obligations of human discovery and militates against a power over nature trajectory.The

emotivist/preferential dictates of individuals are indicative of the modern problems with climate

change science/discussion. Drawing on the work of Alasdair MacIntyre, Northcott writes, "..the

attempt to ground morality in emotions, rationality, or utility neglects the transcendent roots of

moralityin human and natural history and, ultimately, in the divine origination and destiny of

human life on earth." (248) What climate change scientists point to as facts about fossil fuel

consumption are both facts about the way things are on the earth and a moral judgment. But,

many see these `facts' as politically motivated tools of oppression or in many ways feelings

about the way humans view the earth. Feeling based assertions tend to squash historical and

moral arguments from the past and instead deaden the discussion regarding climate change

politics.Far from providing a blanket answer to the growing problem caused by fossil fuel

pollution, Northcott sees a way forward in the burgeoning commitment of people with a shared

vision. By chronicling the Transition movement in England and looking away from the nation-

state to provide sufficient answers, the way forward is the combination of local collective efforts

and sustained moral commitment on behalf of the members of many associations and

communities. The rich tradition of Christian fellowship and the ethic of loving one's neighbor

points to a wealth of wisdom in moving the climate change discussion along. No, there is no

magic spell that can cast aside the fossil fuel challenges that we face, but the combination of a

rigorous rejection of the nature/culture divide and a community based vision will help climate

change initiatives to hold sway over an individualist culture.With wisdom and clarity, Michael

Northcott pushes the reader the know the truth about climate change and see the Christian

vision of the restoration of all things as leading the way to a better political theology of climate

change.Thanks to Englewood Review of Books and Eerdmans for the copy of this book in

exchange for an honest review.”

Maureen Palmer, “A seminal book that every politician should read. It .... A seminal book that



every politician should read. It sets out our understanding of Climate Change in an orderly and

informative way.”

Eila, “Enlightening. Very informative. Highlights the complexity of the issues involved, giving

historical background from many perspectives, and promoting a better understanding of how

history and science and community and the history of ideas interact. Sometimes very heavy

reading, sometimes a real page-turner.”

Alexandra White, “Five Stars. Excellent book, well written and very helpful for my thesis!”

The book by Michael S. Northcott has a rating of 5 out of 4.3. 10 people have provided

feedback.
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